


Who are we?



One Small Step...

Based in The Midlands, UK, We are award-winning freelance filmmakers and our work
mainly focuses on creating commercials, socials/marketing and event production
whether it be on TV, Instagram, Youtube or Tiktok!



Our Clients



Three's a crowd

Joey Lever
Director

Teravis Ward
Need pictures taken?

He's your guy!

GolddenFish
Our handdrawn

animation specialist



Why work with us?



Award Winning
Our work in The Midlands, has gained us some prestigious 
 awards. Most of them have come from our film-making and

storytelling abilities in various film festivals. In 2020 we won "The
Foodie" award which over-took Jamie Olivers 2020 advert which

we are very proud of.
 

One of our ads was shared by LADBible and Student problems
which gained us over 1 Million views!



Creative

We collaborate with our clients from concept through creation to understand their
audience, and develop video campaigns that resonate. A dynamic crew with bags
of resourcefulness allow us to deliver high production values while remaining cost
effective. Whether it’s live action, animation or anything in between; All our videos

are built on a foundation of art, value and results.



Convenient
The most common question is why? Why do we need video or social media for our business? 

- 91% of marketers feel the pandemic has made video more important for brands.
- 93% of marketers who use video say that it's an important part of their marketing strategy
- 86% of businesses use video as a marketing tool

The next question is why shall we out-source?

The best thing about out sourcing I have found is the convenience. Why do it yourself
When you can hire someone to do it? A group of talented individuals 
that not only research the status quo daily but have spent 
almost a decade learning their craft.



Our Process



PRE-PRODUCTION

Ideas, Ideas, Ideas
Don't worry about all the boring stuff! Let us

take care of that! Paperwork, storyboards,
shot lists - that's our forte!

 
 
 



PRODUCTION

3...2...1.. and ACTION!
Now the talent, crew, location, script are

ready and waiting! Let's whip the gear out
get this project made.

 



POST-PRODUCTION

Like a cake. We now have all the ingredients,
the idea, the sound, and the footage! Now,
let's put this in the oven and bake this film!



AND FINALLY
TO WRAP UP



This is what we offer



AFTERBEFORE



This is what we do



This is how much fun we having doing it



THIS IS



Thank You


